HPN Diet Formulator Services: Tracy Werner and Dr. Elizabeth Cutright

1) Home Made Diet Analysis - $35 Do you make your own dog or cat food? Are you sure that you
are providing all of their nutritional needs? We will compare your recipe to The National
Research Council’s nutritional requirements and give you a detailed report of all the proteins,
fats, vitamins, and minerals in your formula including if there are any deficiencies or excesses.

2) One Time Personalized Recipe Formulation (No Dietary Restrictions) - $95 Got a healthy dog and
want to keep him that way by feeding a balanced homemade diet? Then this is the option for
you. You will receive 1 custom balanced recipe to NRC standards (raw or cooked), instructions,
and a complete nutrient analysis of the recipe. Want more than 1 recipe to provide some
variety? Additional recipes can be provided at a discounted cost. For those that are patients of
HPN, ingredients can be assessed energetically to your pet for the best match to their body.
This can be done with or in addition to their routine scheduled Nutrition Response Testing visits
(fees are applied for NRT visits accordingly). You will also receive 30 days of email support for
recipe tweaks and ongoing support included in your diet formulation fee. So not to worry if
your pet doesn’t like the recipe or Dr Cutright finds and ingredient doesn’t agree with your pet,
we can adjust accordingly.

3) One Time Personalized Recipe Formulation (Dietary Restrictions) - $120 This choice is for the
dogs that are having some health issues that can be managed by diet. Dr Cutright/your primary
veterinarian with Tracy Werner, will work together to target the correct nutrient values geared
towards your dog. You will receive 1-2 custom recipes (raw or cooked), instructions, and a
complete nutrient analysis of the recipe. For those that are patients of HPN, ingredients can be
assessed energetically to your pet for the best match to their body. This can be done with or in
addition to their routine scheduled Nutrition Response Testing visits (fees are applied for NRT
visits accordingly). You will also receive 30 days of email support for recipe tweaks and ongoing
support. So not to worry if your pet doesn’t like the recipe or Dr Cutright finds and ingredient
doesn’t agree with your pet, we can adjust accordingly.

